
Opsins and Light Detection
What are opsins?

Opsins are transmembrane proteins which encapsulate chromophores. When the opsin absorbs light, the chromophore 
changes shape, resulting in a neural signal. Changes in the amino acid composition of opsins may impact their 

sensitivity to light. This “spectral tuning” may allow for adaptive evolution to new lifestyles.

Intro to Non-visual Opsins
The function & evolution of non-visual opsins is not well understood in frogs

Non-visual opsin genes found in frogs Where are these genes expressed? What light are they sensitive to?

Some information is available 
regarding the spectral sensitivities of 

non-visual opsins in vertebrates

Objectives

1. Identify which non-visual opsin genes are expressed in frog eyes
2. Compare selective pressure between non-visual opsin genes and 

test for positive selection
3. Test for potential adaptive evolution by comparing selection 

between discreet lifestyle classes within each gene

Methods

Species Sampling Selection Analysis

Average Selective Constraint (PAML M0) 

Least selective constraint →
(fastest gene evolution) 

Greatest selective constraint →
(slowest gene evolution)

Test for Positive Selection (PAML M8) 

Positive selection (>1) →

Neutral selection (=1) →

Negative selection (<1) →

Comparing Selection Between Lifestyle Classes (PAML Clade Model Analyses)

NEUR4 NEUR6 OPN4m

TMT1 VAOP

GRAPH KEY
* { statistical significance: LRT, p < 0.05

BEST { most significant difference

(No evidence for variation in selection between lifestyle classes was found in  NEUR1, NEUR3, OPN4x, RGR, RRH, TMT2, or TMT3)

Summary

• 12 of the 17 non-visual opsin genes were consistently recovered across frog species
• Selective constraint was similar across non-visual opsins with the exception of NEUR6, 

which displayed elevated dN/dS

• Positive selection in 5 genes suggests potential adaptive evolution
• Environmental light variations associated with lifestyle appear to have influenced the 

evolution of 5 non-visual opsins and may reflect functional adaption in these genes
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Visual vs non-visual opsins
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